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Greetings From

INDIANA LTAP ADVISORY BOARD

J

uly 2019 marks the 60th anniversary of the Indiana Local
Technical Assistance Program. Indiana LTAP history dates back to
July 1959, when the Highway Extension and Research Project for
Indiana Counties was organized at Purdue University to implement
state legislation (Chap. 331-1959 Acts of Indiana). HERPIC, as it was
known, developed extension and research programs specifically
for the county highway departments throughout Indiana. These
programs were later expanded to include cities and towns, and the
second “C” was added to HERPICC .

Kevin Myers, Chair
Scott Hesler, Chair-Elect
Tom Murtaugh, 2nd Vice Chair
Indiana Association of County Commissioners
Tom Murtaugh, Tippecanoe County
Jim Meece, Parke County
Kevin Woodward, Wells County
Jeff Wolfe, Boone County
John Frey, Montgomery County
Accelerate Indiana Municipalities
Chuck Fewell, Mayor, City of Greenfield
Craig Luedeman, Mayor, City of Seymour
Jeremy Kashman, City Engineer, City of Carmel

In 1982, responding to the need for rural transportation assistance,
the Rural Technical Assistance Program (RTAP) began as a 10-center
pilot program of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and
state departments of transportation. HERPICC, the Oklahoma Center
for Local Government Technology, and the Missouri Department of
Transportation were the first to join the program. After a successful
first year, ten additional centers joined the program and by 1993,
RTAP had become the Local Technical Assistance Program (LTAP)
with programs in all fifty states as part of the national LTAP program.
HERPICC and the Indiana LTAP have a rich history of amazing
people who have demonstrated a passion for helping others and for
improving local roads. Because of their dedication, the Indiana LTAP
of 2019 rests on a solid foundation. As we look toward the future
and the opportunities it will bring, the demand for training and
technical assistance to Indiana’s local agencies will continue to grow.
The Indiana LTAP staff is committed to meeting this challenge and is
ready to assist in any way possible.

Purdue University Civil Engineering Representatives
Darcy Bullock, Professor, Director of JTRP
Rob Connor, Associate Professor, Director of CAI &
S-BRITE
Jon Fricker, Professor
Rao Govindaraju, Bowen Engineering Head of Civil
Engineering
Andrew Tarko, Professor, Director of CRS

As LTAP celebrates its 60th birthday this year, the LTAP staff thanks
each of you for your service to Indiana’s local agencies and for your
continued support and encouragement of LTAP efforts. If LTAP can
ever be of help, please let us know.

Purdue Office of Engagement Representatives
Barbara Alder, Director, Purdue Office of Engagement,
Indianapolis
Indraneel Kumar, Director, Purdue Center for Regional
Development

Indiana Association of County Highway Engineers
and Supervisors
Kevin Myers, Highway Supervisor, Clinton County
Jen Sharkey, County Engineer, Steuben County
American Public Works Association, Indiana Chapter
Eric Pethel, Chapter President
Indiana Street Commissioners Association
Scott Hesler, City of Crawfordsville

INDOT Representative
Kathy Eaton-McKalip, Director, Local Public Agency
Programs
Federal Highway Association - Indiana Division
Jay DuMontelle, FHWA Indiana Division

John Haddock
DIRECTOR

Rich Domonkos
PROGRAM MANAGER

INDIANA LTAP STAFF
Tino Atisso, Data Analyst
Ken Bossingham, Librarian
Pat Conner, Research Manager
Meredith Camp, Program Coordinator
Laura Slusher, HELPERS Project Manager
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Ashley Watson, Communications Specialist
Xiangxi Tian, student worker
Samantha Broering, student worker
Carlos Maderas, student worker
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Association Representatives
Phil Beer, American Council of Engineering Companies of
Indiana
Ryan Hoff, Association of Indiana Counties
Dan Osborn, Indiana Construction Association
Chuck Muller, Indiana 811, Utilities Representative
Craig Parks, National Association of County Engineers
Anne Trobaugh, Accelerate Indiana Municipalities
Scott Brown, Vendors Representative
Cat Schoenherr, MPO Council Representative
Stephanie Yager, Exec. Director, Indiana Assoc. of County
Commissioners
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60 LTAP
of INDIANA

YEARS

To celebrate 60 years of service,
we will reflect on our history in the
remaining newsletters of 2019.
Let’s begin with a general history
lesson.

1950s

1960s

1982
HERPICC is one of the first
state programs to join the
pilot program of LTAP, along
with the Oklahoma Center for
Local Government Technology
and the Missouri Department of
Transportation.

1970s

HERPICC/Indiana LTAP
holds the first Stormwater
Drainage Conference. This
conference focuses primarily
on regulations, design, and
maintenance techniques
concerning stormwater
drainage.

1980s

1981
HERPIC adds another C for Cities
and Towns, becoming HERPICC.

1959
The Highway Extension and
Research Project for Indiana
Counties (HERPIC) is organized at
Purdue. The program would help
“lend guidance and assistance to
county highway officials in their
problems with management,
planning, and operation of county
highway departments throughout
the State.”
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1985
The first annual Civil
Engineering Professional
Development Series (CEPDS) is
held. The event generally covers
a variety of civil engineering
topics including transportation,
geotechnical, structures,
sustainability, environmental,
management, etc.

60 YEARS OF
INDIANA LTAP

2000
2002

Name officially changes
to Indiana LTAP.

The Hazard Elimination Project
for Existing Roads and Streets
(HELPERS) program begins.
HELPERS provides technical
assistance to identify low cost safety
improvements and to facilitate
approval of federal safety funds.

1997
First Year of the County
Bridge Conference. The
County Bridge Conference
provides current information
on various aspects of
bridge design, construction,
maintenance, and inspection.

2009
LTAP honors the first Master Road
Builders. Master Road Builders
complete 600 credits hours in the
Road Scholar Program.
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2000s

LA

R OA

1990s

GR

AM

2004
The Road Scholar Program
Begins. The program serves
as a core knowledge base for
those actively involved with
Indiana’s local roads.

2010s

TODAY

2005
LTAP honors the first Road
Builders. Road Builders complete
300 credits hours in the Road
Scholar Program.

New to LTAP? Here’s What We Do.
The Indiana Local Technical Assistance
Program (LTAP) helps street
departments, highway departments
and local elected officials to better
meet the needs of the public by acting
as a resource for training, technical
assistance and technology transfer. Our
reach extends throughout Indiana and
across the nation.

Local highway and street departments
oversee more than 80,000 miles of
Indiana roadway. We provide these
agencies better access to available
resources by offering technical
assistance and training for all counties,
cities and towns within the state.

Indiana LTAP is part of a nationwide
system of technology transfer centers,
established by the Federal Highway
Administration, that is designed to
improve transportation department
performance.
Learn more at:
www.purdue.edu/inltap/about/
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LTAP
RESEARCH

GIVE US
YOUR
RESEARCH IDEAS
The Indiana Local Technical Assistance Program is
soliciting ideas for research and technical projects
to be funded by LTAP. These will be reviewed by the
LTAP Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) for possible
recommendation to the LTAP Advisory Board. Projects
deemed worthwhile by the Advisory Board will be
funded beginning the 2020 Fiscal Year. Samples of
recently suggested and completed projects are:
•

Performance Measures for Traffic Signals

•

Load Testing Bridges for Load Ratings

•

Internal Curing Concrete

•

Utilizing Railroad Flat Cars as Bridges

•

Cold Mix Asphalt Performance

If you have an idea that you feel would better improve
the safety, performance, or management of our local
roads, streets, and bridges, please let us know by
September 1, 2019.
Requests can be sent by email to:
connerp@purdue.edu or by phone at: (765) 494-4971
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FHWA PROVEN
SAFETY COUNTERMEASURES

USLIMITS2

A FHWA Proven Safety Countermeasure
FROM THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION

USLIMITS2 is a free, web-based tool designed
to help practitioners assess and establish safe,
reasonable, and consistent speed limits for
specific segments of roadway.
It is applicable to all types of facilities, from rural and local
roads and residential streets to urban freeways.
USLIMITS2 supports customary engineering studies
used to determine appropriate speed limits. These
studies typically include evaluating criteria such as
85th percentile speed, traffic volumes, roadway type,
roadway setting, number of access points, crash history,
pedestrian/bicyclist activity, etc. Similarly, USLIMITS2
produces an unbiased and objective suggested speed
limit value based on 50th and 85th percentile speeds,
traffic volume, roadway characteristics, and crash data.
Traffic engineers often communicate with the public,
community leaders, and government officials to explain
the methodology behind setting speed limits. USLIMITS2
provides an objective second opinion and helps support
these speed limit decisions. USLIMITS2 augments the
credibility of engineering speed studies, helping to
address concerns from local government officials and
private citizens when speed limits are adjusted.
To begin using USLIMITS2, users create a new project or
upload an existing project file for revisions or updates

through the online tool. The website contains the user
guide, information on the tool’s decision logic and related
research, and frequently asked questions.

USLIMITS2 helps
practitioners
assess and
establish safe,
reasonable, and
consistent speed
limits.
RESOURCES
USLIMITS2 is available free online at https://safety.
fhwa.dot.gov/uslimits/
For more information on setting speed limits based
on engineering studies refer to the Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices.
For more information on FHWA Prove Safety
Countermeasures, visit https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/
provencountermeasures/
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GIS and
Change
By Brett Horr
Town of York, Maine

The GIS industry uses the word change regularly but in varying
contexts. We use GIS to detect change in our landscapes. We use
software that requires constant change. And GIS itself is a change
agent.
Considering how often the word change is used, it is not usually
discussed as something that organizations can manage or plan for.
Past articles in this Managing GIS column* have focused on strategic
planning and leadership. Now it is time to integrate change into
the conversation. And the most appropriate context might be how
change factors in to putting together a new GIS implementation or
expanding an existing one.

The Nature of Change

Change impacts everyone on a personal, organizational, and societal level. It is how change affects people that
determines their responses to it. Individual reactions to change may include panic, rebellion, reflection, and
acceptance.
Considering that organizations are made up of individuals, when a business, agency, nonprofit, or other
institution implements change—from new hires and new technology to project kickoffs and retirements—
there will be similar reactions. Employees might feel self-conscious and hyperaware of what is going on around
them. Some may experience a sense of loneliness, even if a large group of people is undergoing the same
change.
Knowing that these feelings exist and might occur can help an organization manage change.

*Originally published in the spring 2019 issue of Esri’s ArcNews magazine
https://www.esri.com/about/newsroom/arcnews/gis-and-change/
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Foster Understanding

GIS is certainly a change agent. For GIS to be successful, an organization must know how the technology will
support its strategic plan, how it improves operations, and how it benefits the organization overall.
But not everyone understands what GIS is and what it can do, so education is paramount. Explaining GIS
to someone who is unfamiliar with it is not easy, yet it is necessary to get those employees to embrace the
technology and participate in implementing it. Taking the time to outline how incorporating GIS into day-today activities can improve both individual and organizational operations is key. Describing the forces of change
that are occurring—from internal forces, such as revisions in IT business standards, to external ones, such as new
federal laws—will help employees understand why the GIS implementation is needed.
It can be daunting to manage the concrete changes required to incorporate
GIS into specific operations or even a business as a whole, but for the
process to work, it is imperative that leaders and managers confront people’s
expectations and clearly communicate their roles in the endeavor. This aids in
establishing priorities and ensures that management can plan developmental
activities, such as forming teams and brainstorming, to support those
priorities.
Once those developmental activities have gained momentum, leaders must
then harness that energy to keep the implementation on track.

Control the Risks

Employing effective risk management methods can help organizations control
change as it occurs, reducing the likelihood that staff will refuse to adopt the
GIS implementation altogether. Some of the risks might include technical
problems, such as unclear specifications for positional accuracy, which can lead
to inaccurate analyses; financial issues, such as lack of properly trained staff
who can use GIS; and organizational risks, such as unfulfilled commitments
from senior management on promised training or restructuring.

Employing effective risk
management methods
can help organizations
control change as it
occurs, reducing the
likelihood that staff
will refuse to adopt the
GIS implementation
altogether.

The best risk management plans seek to avoid, mitigate, or transfer these kinds of hazards. Avoiding risk can
be as simple as eliminating untested technology or making fewer, but better, commitments. Mitigating risk can
include building in contingencies or tracking the commitments that have already been made. Transferring risk
can revolve around creating and using well-designed contracts for third parties.
Risk management must also include monitoring the GIS implementation and coming up with a mechanism
to intervene when things don’t go according to plan. When implementing GIS on an organizational level, it is
imperative to constantly monitor the project’s scope, schedule, and costs. Without this, the GIS implementation
risks losing acceptance, support, and participation from employees.
Understanding the uncertainties, developing risk management plans, and keeping an eye on the logistics of the
implementation can decrease the stresses associated with change and ensure that the new GIS has a greater
chance of success.
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Communicate Openly and Effectively

Leaders should know their organizations’ cultural landscapes. This helps them determine the best methods for
communicating upcoming change with employees and finessing the often-accompanying office politics.
It is important that leaders don’t hide during the communication process and address their organizations directly
about change. To be effective, any correspondence about the GIS implementation should be open and invite
employee participation.
Every GIS implementation—whether completely new or an expansion of already-existing technology—
precipitates a transition period that causes stress for all the involved parties.
Leaders should not use this stress as an excuse to overcommit on what GIS
can do for an organization.
Acknowledging that change causes strain, leaders should schedule either
group or individual meetings (or both) with employees to disclose as
much reliable information as possible about the new technology, updated
processes, recently developed workflows, and anything else that is pertinent
to the change at hand. Group meetings can be great for providing all
employees with the same information, at the same time—but they can
allow vocal and negative people to set the tone if these meetings are
not handled effectively. One-on-one meetings, on the other hand, allow
for privacy but may inadvertently send different messages to different
staff members. If leaders take the time to understand the culture of their
organizations, however, they can determine which messages to deliver and
when and where to communicate them.

Change is inevitable.
Change can be scary.
And change is usually
stressful. But managing
organizational change
like implementing GIS
does not have to be
scary.

Putting It All Together

Change is inevitable. Change can be scary. And change is usually stressful. But managing organizational change
like implementing GIS does not have to be scary.
One must define why a GIS implementation is needed, understand the forces working for and against it, develop
a risk management plan to protect the implementation, and provide the organization with clear messaging
about GIS and the changes that come with it. Following these steps will enable leaders to set up and expand GIS
in a way that makes the technology part of an organization’s cultural landscape and helps it achieve its strategic
goals.

About the Author

Brett Horr has more than two decades of experience working in GIS and is currently the director of GIS and
technology for the Town of York, Maine. He has served as secretary, president, and ex officio of the New
England Arc Users board of directors and was a member of the board of directors for the New England
chapter of the Urban and Regional Information Systems Association (URISA). Horr is also a state-certified
reserve police officer, a certified forensic investigator and forensic mapper for crash and crime scenes, and a
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)-certified small drone pilot.
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QC/QA

ENSURING
QUALITY
ASPHALT
PAVEMENTS

John E. Haddock, Ph.D., P.E.

Professor of Civil Engineering
Director, Indiana Local Technical Assistance Program

Richard J. Domonkos

Program Manager, Indiana Local Technical Assistance
Program

It is 3:30 on Friday afternoon and there are still one
In the broadest and simplest terms, quality assurance
thousand feet of paving to be done before the project
is making sure the product received and paid for is the
is finished. Additionally, before the afternoon is over,
product requested. In pavement construction practice,
the paving crew must mobilize across town, to be ready
two quality terms are often bandied about, quality
to start a new project on Monday morning. When the
control (QC) and quality assurance (QA), and normally
day began there were two rollers on the job, but one
tossed together as QC/QA. While they are related, they
roller broke down an hour ago; the remaining roller is
are not the same thing. Quality control is what the
an older model and cannot keep
product producer does to ensure
up with the paving machine. At
their product meets the project
A
proper
quality
assurance
plan
can
keep
this moment you know you are
specifications. As an example,
everyone focused on the current project and during construction a paving
not placing the best pavement
for your agency, but you are
contractor will periodically
is the project owner’s best defense against
determined. This job will get done
check asphalt mixture properties
inferior
materials,
poor
construction
quality,
today, but at what cost?
such as asphalt binder content,
or both.
air voids, and gradation, to
Does this scenario sound familiar?
make sure the asphalt mixture
Nearly everyone responsible for
meets project specifications.
local agency paving has a similar story to tell. Paving
Quality assurance is what the owner agency does, or
season in Indiana is busy and many agencies have
should do, to ensure the product being received and
several projects to manage, all of which must get done
paid for meets the project specifications. For example,
before the crew is lost to higher priority projects. In the
an important asphalt pavement property to measure
push to get all the work done, perhaps pavement quality during construction is the initial pavement mat density
can sometimes suffer? In a few years, such pavements
to ensure the asphalt mixture has been adequately
begin to show distresses that normally appear in much
compacted.
older pavements. What went wrong? What is missing
from the project planning to allow pavement quantity
When it comes to asphalt pavement construction in
to be prioritized ahead of quality? The missing tool is
Indiana, local agencies have three potential methods of
quality assurance. A proper quality assurance plan can
quality assurance from which to choose: (1) Do nothing
keep everyone focused on the current project and is the
and hope for the best; (2) Use an Indiana Department
project owner’s best defense against inferior materials,
of Transportation (INDOT) certified asphalt mixture
poor construction quality, or both.
producer; or (3) Employ third party testing to determine
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if the asphalt materials and final pavement mat meet
the project specifications. At first glance, one assumes
the first option is the least costly, while the third-party
testing option is most expensive. These assumptions are
true for initial cost, but for long-term costs over the life
of the pavement, third-party testing will typically cost
less. Ensuring quality materials and workmanship will
extend the life of the pavement. Initial costs for Option
2 will also be higher than Option 1, but again, should
prove less costly over the life of the pavement. Finally,
Option 2 will be less costly than Option 3, from an initial
cost standpoint, but will help assure quality and may be a
better option, depending on the project.
In order to properly assure quality asphalt paving
projects, each project will need a set of material and
construction specifications as part of the bid documents.
The contractor cannot build to an agency’s project
requirements and quality standards if neither is clearly
delineated in the bid documents, nor can the owner
agency assure project quality unless there is something
against which the project outcome can be judged. The
Asphalt Pavement Association of Indiana (APAI) publishes
a sample “local agency” asphalt mixture specification
that can be altered for a project with minimal effort.
This “local agency” specification is based on the INDOT
specifications, Section 402, and therefore requires the
asphalt materials be supplied from a certified production
plant and transported and placed according to a quality
control plan prepared by the contractor. When using the
APAI-supplied specification, the agency is attempting to
assure quality using Option 2. This is better than doing
nothing to assure quality, but even Option 2 does not
supply the agency independent information on the
materials or construction quality of the final pavement.
Using third party testing is certainly the most expensive
option initially, but should be seriously considered by
local agencies to help protect the agency’s investment,
especially on larger, more costly projects. This quality
assurance option is similar to the INDOT specification
found in Section 401, which includes controls for
materials, construction, and acceptance, including
pavement smoothness, density, and pay incentives and
disincentives. Such a specification can be daunting to
many local agencies, but with adequate preparation it
can be done and, in some cases where federal aid is used,
may be required. However, rather than using the full 401
specification, local agencies might be better served using
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a hybrid of Options 2 and 3 in most cases. The initial cost
for this fourth option would be less than Option 3, but
more than Option 2. However, when spread over the life
of the pavement, would cost less than Option 1, due to
increased pavement life. This “Option 4” takes the form of
randomly testing the asphalt mixture to ensure it meets
specification and testing the pavement mat to ensure
adequate initial density is achieved. By simply assuring
adequate initial pavement density, the agency can easily
add an extra one to two years to the pavement life,
greatly reducing annual pavement costs.
A final possible scenario is the case where a local agency
is doing its own asphalt paving. In such cases, the agency
might be purchasing materials from a local producer,
or producing the materials themselves, then using the
agency crew to place the materials. In either case, sound
quality assurance techniques should be used to assure
materials and construction. The project should begin with
clearly defined and well-written project specifications.
During construction, testing should be done to assure
both materials and pavement density meet the
specifications, the same as if a contractor were doing the
project.

In order to properly assure quality asphalt paving
projects, each project will need a set of material and
construction specifications as part of the bid documents.
Everyone understands the fast pace of paving season
and the race to finish projects before “weather” sets in,
bringing construction to an end for the winter. However,
to provide the best road network for the lowest possible
cost, local agencies should strive to assure quality in
asphalt pavements by implementing sound quality
assurance procedures.

ASSET
MANAGEMENT

Asset Management Plan Approvals for Community
Crossings Matching Grant Fund (CCMGF)
In order to be eligible for Community Crossings, a local agency needs to have an approved Asset
Management Plan (pavement or bridge). In the past, the deadline to have an Asset Management Plan
approved has always coincided with the due date for the call for projects for the CCMGF program. With the
development of our new Data Management System and the now 2 programmed call for projects each year,
the Asset Management Plan approval process will be independent of the CCMGF dates.
Here are 3 important dates to be aware of:
1. July 1, 2018 – If you have an approval letter/complete checklist from us dated after July 1, 2018, you
are approved for the July 2019 CCMGF program. Please use that approval letter for your July 2019
application.
If you do not have an approval letter or an approved Asset Management Plan and you would like to
be eligible for July 2019 CCMGF, please email your Asset Management Plan to: connerp@purdue.edu.
2. Dec. 1, 2019 – In order to be eligible for either the CCMGF call for projects in 2020 (Winter and
Summer), you will need to upload your Asset Management Plans into the DMS prior to Dec. 1, 2019.
3. Dec. 1 – Asset Management Plans should be turned in every year by Dec. 1 to be eligible for the
following year’s CCMGF program.

The Data Management System can be found here:
https://ltapdms.itap.purdue.edu/ltap

For an informational video on accessing the Data Management System, please watch this video:
https://youtu.be/-9hvR-7UVR4
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LTAP NEWS
LTAP is HIRING!
We are looking for both a new
Senior Training Specialist and an
Administrative Assistant.

CONGRATS TO OUR NEW ROAD
BUILDER AND MASTER ROAD

To learn more about the positions and to
apply, please visit:
www.purdue.edu/inltap/communications/jobs

SAVE THE DATE
PURDUE ROAD SCHOOL
World Truck Show
March 3-6, 2020
Road School Day is March 5
Courses Include:
• Road Scholar Coure Course #11: Road
and Bridge Plan Reading
• Ethics Law for Professional Engineers
• Winter Maintenance Session on Smart
Applications of Materials
Purdue Road School
March 9-12, 2020

Notice an error in the
LTAP Directory?
E-mail inltap@purdue.edu with your
changes using the subject Directory
Changes.
We will update our digital copies and the
App as soon as possible.
We will also keep the changes on file for our
next printing in 2020!
Find digital copies at:
https://www.purdue.edu/inltap/resources/
publications
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At the recent IACHES conference, we acknowledged our new
Road Builders (white helmet) and Master Road Builders (gold
helmet) for their completion of the Road Scholar Program. Give
a round of applause to (from left to right): Julie L. Ritzler (INDOT),
Roger Hamilton (Greene County), David G. Holmes (Lawrence
County), Kenneth L. Einselen (Miami County), Michael Ricketts
(Putnam County), Kevin J. Russel (Harrison County), Jennifer
Sharkey (Steuben County). Not pictured: Michael L. Roberts
(Road Builder, DeKalb County) and Rachel F. Oesterreich (Road
Builder, Starke County).
What is the Road Scholar Program?
The Road Scholar Program was designed to serve as a core
knowledge base for those actively involved with Indiana’s local
roads. This program provides attendees with foundational
information about road care and allows opportunities for
networking with peers and industry leaders.
Participants attend 12 core courses, elective conferences and
workshops to accrue credit hours. Once the 12 courses are
complete and 300 credit hours have been obtained, participants
are awarded the title of Road Builder. The title of Master Road
Builder is awarded once 600 credit hours have been accrued.
The 12 core Road Scholar courses are offered on a rotating basis
over periods of approximately two years. Each time a course is
offered, the presentations are tailored to the most relevant and
current material for the subject.
Learn more at: https://www.purdue.edu/inltap/road-scholar/
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ASSOCIATION EVENTS
AUGUST
IACC District Meetings - Central
AUGUST 14, 2019
Grand Park Sports Campus,
Westfield, IN
Aim Webinar - Easements
AUGUST 15, 2019
https://aimindiana.org/members/
events/webinars/
Aim Ideas Summit
AUGUST 27-29, 2019
French Lick, IN

SEPTEMBER
Aim Webinar - Grants from Start
to Finish
SEPTEMBER 12, 2019
https://aimindiana.org/members/
events/webinars/

OCTOBER
Aim Webinar - Are You Covered?
Liability Insurance for your
Municipality
OCTOBER 10, 2019
https://aimindiana.org/members/
events/webinars/
IN ITE Technical Luncheon – Local
Road Safety Plans
OCTOBER 19, 2019
The Rathskeller, Indianapolis
https://indianaite.org/
Aim Webinar - Records Retention:
Paper & Digital
OCTOBER 29, 2019
https://aimindiana.org/members/
events/webinars/

NOVEMBER
Aim Webinar - You Won the
Election: Now What?
NOVEMBER 14, 2019
https://aimindiana.org/members/
events/webinars/

DECEMBER
IACC Annual Conference
DECEMBER 3-5, 2019
Sheraton Indianapolis Hotel at
Keystone Crossing
APAI Winter Conference
DECEMBER 11, 2019
Indianapolis Marriott East
Aim Webinar - 2020 Legislative
Session Preview
DECEMBER 18, 2019
https://aimindiana.org/members/
events/webinars/

Aim Webinar - Past Due Notices &
Disconnects: Creative Solutions
for Handling Utilities
SEPTEMBER 24, 2019
https://aimindiana.org/members/
events/webinars/
#Ag2Asphalt 2
SEPTEMBER 24, 2019
FFA Leadership Center, Trafalgar
AIC’s 61st Annual Conference
SEPTEMBER 30 OCTOBER 3, 2019
FFA Leadership Center, Trafalgar

Have an event coming up?
A job you’d like posted?
E-mail inltap@purdue.edu to have it posted in our next
newsletter!
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INDIANA LTAP

Purdue Technology Center
3000 Kent Ave., Suite C2-118
West Lafayette, IN 47906
765.494.2164 phone
765.496.1176 fax
800.428.7639 toll-free in Indiana

October 29 & 30
Purdue University, W Lafayette, IN

CEPDS

November 21
Purdue University, W Lafayette, IN

UPCOMING LTAP EVENTS

REGISTER AT PURDUE.EDU/LTAP
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County Bridge Conference

RO

P

Sept 26, 2019
ISCA - Plymouth ,IN

DS

LA

Core Course #4
Public Purchasing

NEWSLETTER
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INTERESTED IN BECOMING A ROAD BUILDER?

Learn more at purdue.edu/inltap

